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July 25, 2017 

Dear Senator: 

On behalf of our millions of members and supporters, we are writing to express our concern and 

opposition to the Alaska Native Veterans Land Allotment Equity Act, S. 785/H.R. 1867. While born out of 

good intentions, this bill could create thousands of private inholdings across Alaska’s public lands, 

including within national forests, fish and wildlife refuges, and even congressionally designated 

wilderness areas. It would reopen the Alaska land entitlement process, disrupt precedent under existing 

law, allow Native Corporations new access to privatizing Alaska’s public lands, and undermine the goal 

of finalizing land entitlements in the state, all while using inequitable means. We urge you to reject this 

legislation. 

In 1971, Congress sunset a land allotment program as a component of the passage of the Alaska Native 

Claims Settlement Act. At the time, some Alaska Natives were stationed overseas in Vietnam, and they 

missed their final window to select an allotment. To correct for this, Congress created a new 18-month 

window in 1998, and amended it in 2000, so that affected Alaska Native Vietnam Veterans could select 

allotments. 700 applicants applied for 991 parcels of land through the 2000 reopener. Instead of truly 

resolving this issue for the original discrete class of veterans, however, S.785/H.R. 1867 unnecessarily 

opens up a completely new land entitlement program and, in doing so, puts thousands of acres of 

sensitive lands at risk with very little safeguards. 

In particular, this new land program differs from past programs in the following ways: 

1. S. 785/H.R. 1867 removes key restrictions on public lands to be made available for selection, 

and changes other qualifying criteria. Unlike the carefully defined restrictions from past 

programs, this legislation would allow selections from nearly all vacant federal land from 

anywhere in the state of Alaska. Lands within national wildlife refuges, national forests and 

Bureau of Land Management lands - including wilderness and inventoried roadless areas - would 

be available for selection. This unprecedented pool of available lands presents the potential for 

thousands of private inholdings - each up to 160 acres in size - to be carved out throughout all of 

Alaska’s public lands, limiting access to existing public land users. 

2. It gives Native Corporations access to privatizing key areas of Alaska’s public lands. The bill 

would allow Native Corporations to offer corporate land to qualified individuals for allotments, 

and in turn make new selections of equal size from any public lands. Corporations could 

theoretically “pool” together individual allotments into potentially tens of thousands of acres in 

selection power. This essentially sets up the opportunity for corporations to cherry-pick the best 

of the best public lands, including in national forests, and use these new selections for logging or 

other development. 



3. Eligibility is no longer tied to the Allotment Act sunset in 1971, which defined the ‘missed 

opportunity window’. Under this proposed legislation, individuals who started their Vietnam 

military service after the Allotment Act was sunset are provided a new chance to select public 

lands in Alaska. This essentially creates a new land entitlement program for a new subset of 

individuals. Additionally, heirs of these newly eligible individuals would be allowed to claim an 

allotment under the legislation. 

4.  It removes the ‘personal use’ requirement that used to determine land selections. Historically 

individuals would have had to show personal use of selected lands; this factor would help 

determine that the size and location of an allotment was based on an individual’s historic use.  

By removing this requirement, individuals are simply entitled to 160 acres each, drastically 

increasing the amount of public lands that could be transferred, and dramatically changing the 

program from its historic roots.  

5. It provides for the selection of a second allotment, if an eligible recipient was previously 

conveyed less than 160 acres. Even if an eligible individual selected and was conveyed an 

allotment prior to the program sunset, this legislation creates the opportunity for an additional 

allotment – under the legislation’s less rigorous personal use standards – if their prior selection 

conveyed them less than the full 160 acres – again, increasing the amount of public lands at risk 

of privatization under these bills. 

6. It expedites the conveyance of allotments, setting the stage for incomplete review to protect 

other private and/or public interests. The legislation requires conveyance of all lands within 5 

years of the passage of the act, leaving less than 2 years in some instances for the government 

to review applications, survey lands, for private parties to raise any objections, and for those 

objections to be thoughtfully analyzed. 

If claims still exist from the original class of veterans, Congress could once again re-open the allotment 

process for Alaska Native Vietnam Veterans who were serving when the program sunset in 1971, using 

the model of the 2000 re-opener. This would protect the integrity of public lands across Alaska, while 

working to ensure that no veteran who served in Vietnam missed an opportunity to make a land claim 

by the standards of the program at that time. 

In summary, this legislation is the wrong approach toward correcting for the missed opportunity that 

certain Alaska Native Vietnam Veterans faced as a result of their military service. In doing so, it creates 

an entirely new set of inequities among veterans and Alaska Natives alike, while threatening to hastily 

carve up intact public lands across the state of Alaska.   

 


